PRESENTS

Musique 21

with
Miya Masaoka, guest composer/conductor
Alex Temple, guest composer
Lyn Goeringer, performer
David Biedenbender, director
Evan Harger, conductor

Monday, October 23, 2017, 7:30 p.m.
Fairchild Theatre, MSU Auditorium

Generously sponsored by
Sam and Mary Austin

PROGRAM

Magic with Everyday Objects
Missy Mazzoli
Nicholas Buonanni, flute
Nicholas Schumacher, clarinet
Ya Lan Piao, piano
Lowell Wolfe, electric guitar
Billy Poulos, double bass

Her Disappearance
Bethany Younge / Kayleigh Butcher
Bailey Shepherd, soprano
Carter Goldstein, soprano

Big Talk
Shelley Washington
Adam Epler, Jeffrey Leung, baritone saxophones

Fireworks
video + stereo playback
Carolina Heredia

Network of Energy
Miya Masaoka
Miya Masaoka, conductor
Sebastian Buhts, percussion
Steve Murtonen, percussion
Daniel Gerhardt, percussion
Chris Kaminski, clarinet
Evan Harger, trombone
Lyn Goeringer, metal box

The Man Who Hated Everything
Alex Temple
Evan Harger, conductor
Nicholas Buonanni, flute/piccolo
Adam Epler, tenor/baritone sax
Roger Flatt, tenor trombone
Ya Lan Piao, piano
Hans Hanson, electric guitar
Daniel Gerhardt, vibraphone
Steven Murtonen, drum set
Abdula Saidov, violin
Samvel Arakalyan, violin
Dooeun Lee, cello

i.a.m.s.u.r.p.
Asha Tamirisa
video + stereo playback

Children of Conflict: “Samar’s Song”
Mary Kouyoumdjian
Samvel Arakalyan, violin
Daniel Gerhardt, Steven Murtonen, percussion
fixed electronics

Number Nine
Gabriella Smith
Evan Harger, conductor
Nicholas Buonanni, flute
Nicholas Schumacher, clarinet
Abdula Saidov, violin
Dooeun Lee, cello
Daniel Gerhardt, percussion
Ya Lan Piao, piano